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As I was drying my hair, my brain started to work. (scary!!)

I was thinking about a few comme
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Article Body:
As you can see this is going to be a very controversial article. Hey, I never, ever have anyth
Anyway, as I was drying my hair, my brain started to work. (scary!!)

I was thinking about a f

My next question was, do you think that women constantly compare themselves to other woman? T

Hmmm, I seem to be saying that a few times, but it’s because women are so generalized. If one

So whats up with the fact that pretty girls really do not look at themselves as pretty girls?

I, myself remember a guy asking me that exact question. "Why do all the pretty girls think th
In all the research that I have been doing on this subject, I will tell you this, ‘beauty is

Ladies when you cross paths with another that you feel is way above you, for whatever reason
Also, it’s part of us, built into us, and born with it in our brain to compare.
Some will look for weakness or flaws in others just to make themselves feel good. That is a

Men tend to automatically call us jealous when we reveal our thoughts, if another women is in

Another thing I have noticed is that men are very good at making us believe that we are doin

Females are soft, sensual, sensitive, emotional, passionate, intelligent creatures. That’s us,
Men and women together make a very nice song.

These are just my thoughts as you all know, so take them with a grain of salt. Has society t
We are all pretty in some ways. People think way to much about the outer physical appearance
There are too many worries and too many unhappy women out there. If I can at least help one
ONE ALWAYS THINKS OTHERS ARE HAPPIER!
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